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By modifying the method of projection, the results of Hajek and Huskova are 
extended to show the asymptotic normality of signed and linear rank statistics 
under general alternatives for dependent random variables that can be expressed as 
independent vectors of fixed equal length. The score function is twice differentiable; 
the regression constants are arbitrary; and the distribution functions are con- 
tinuous, but arbitrary. As an application, a rank transform statistic is proposed for 
the one-sample multivariate location model. The ranks of the absolute values of the 
observations are calculated without regard to component membership, and the 
scored ranks are substituted in place of the observed values. The limiting distribu- 
tion of the proposed test statistic is shown to be x2 divided by the degrees of 
freedom under the null hypothesis, and noncentral x2 divided by the degrees of 
freedom under the sequence of Pitman alternatives. 0 1990 Academic press, IN. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The present paper discusses the asymptotic normality of linear and 
signed rank statistics with dependent observations under general alter- 
natives, and as an application, proposes a “signed rank transform” statistic 
to test for shift in the one-sample location model. 
Assuming independent observations, the asymptotic properties of linear 
rank statistics and signed rank statistics are discussed in depth by Hajek 
and Sidak [4] and Puri and Sen [ 1 l] for both identically distributed 
observations and contiguous alternatives. For independent observations 
under general alternatives, Hajek [S] uses the projection method to show 
that linear rank statistics are asymptotically normal. He assumes that the 
regression constants are arbitrary, that the distribution constants are 
continuous, but arbitrary, and that the score function is the difference of 
two nondecreasing, square-integrable, absolutely continuous functions. 
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Under these assumptions, Huskova [7] shows the asymptotic normality of 
signed rank statistics for general alternatives and gives additional results 
for contiguous alternatives. 
The asymptotic distribution of linear rank statistics with dependent 
observations was obtained via the projection method by Tamura [14]. By 
imposing strong conditions on the score function, the regression constants, 
and the distribution functions, he showed that linear rank statistics with 
some dependencies are asymptotically normal. The present paper extends 
the projection method of Hajek [S] and Huskova [7] to show, for 
dependent random variables that can be expressed as independent vectors 
of fixed, equal length, the asymptotic normality of linear and signed rank 
statistics under general alternatives. The distributions are continuous, but 
arbitrary; the score function has a bounded second derivative; and the 
regression constants are arbitrary. 
Because of the general conditions under which these asymptotic results 
hold, they can be readily applied to yield interblock rank tests for a wide 
variety of testing problems that have dependent data. Thompson and 
Ammann [16] use the results of Hajek [S] to obtain ARES for the rank 
transform test for detecting treatment effects in a two-way layout. Using 
the asymptotic results of the present paper, these ARES are extended by 
Thompson and Ammann [ 171 to include rank transform tests for two-way 
layouts with repeated measures and certain aligned rank tests. Additional 
applications of the results of the present paper are found in Thompson 
[ 151 in which a wide variety of interblock rank tests for detecting shift and 
scale (including aligned rank and rank transform tests) are considered in 
both the univariate and multivariate setting. 
For a variety of applications, the asymptotic normality of linear rank 
statistics with other types of dependent data has recently been treated by 
several authors. Under suitable regularity conditions, Tran [ 181 shows the 
asymptotic normality of linear rank statistics for a strictly stationary time 
series that is either strong mixing or &mixing. His proofs extend the results 
of Sen and Ghosh [ 121 and are based on the Chernoff-Savage approach 
(cf. Puri and Sen [ 111). Using the asymptotic linearity of rank statistics, 
Shiraishi [13] shows the asymptotic normality of linear rank statistics in 
which an infinite number of dependent random variables are ranked 
together and applies his result to aligned rank tests. His results differ from 
those of the present paper in that he requires the dependent random 
variables to become “asymptotically independent” at a prescribed rate, 
while in the present paper the random variables may be arbitrarily depend- 
ent, as long as they can be written as independent vectors of a fixed, equal 
length. Hence, the resulting aligned rank tests of Shiraishi [13] have an 
entirely different structure than those treated by Thompson and Ammann 
[ 173. Also, using an approximation approach based on partial integration, 
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Denker and Roesler [3] show the asymptotic normality of linear rank 
statistics with weakly dependent random variables. 
As a particular example of the application of these results for signed rank 
statistics, a test for the multivariate one-sample location model is proposed. 
For the one-sample multivariate location model with symmetric distribu- 
tions, a variety of signed rank tests have previously been proposed as alter- 
natives to the Hotelling’s statistic to test for shift in the vector of location 
parameters and have been shown to have the same limiting null distribu- 
tion as does the classical Hotelling statistic. These tests include the 
multivariate Wilcoxon signed rank test discussed by Hettmansperger [6], 
the multivariate tests with Winsorized Wilcoxon signed rank statistics 
described by Utts and Hettmansperger [19], and the general score rank 
sum tests developed in great detail by Puri and Sen [lo]. The above signed 
rank tests are based on a J-component vector that is constructed by 
separately calculating the univariate signed rank statistics for each of the J 
variates, and no use is made of inter-variate information. For the bivariate 
case, Brown and Hettmansperger [l] propose an affine invariant analogue 
of the Wilcoxon signed rank test. Another alternative to the Hotelling test 
is the multivariate sign test (cf. Hettmansperger [6]). Related extensions of 
the results by Huskova [7] for signed rank statistics with independent data 
are found in Huskova [8] and Koziol [9]. 
The test proposed in this paper differs from the above signed rank tests 
in that all of the observations are grouped together without regard to 
vector or component membership and then the signed rank of each obser- 
vation is calculated. This method of ranking is intuitively appealing 
because it is simply a monotone transformation of the data and is very easy 
to implement. A score function is then applied to the ranks, and the scored 
ranks are substituted into the classical Hotelling statistic in place of the 
actual observations. Hence, the proposed test is a “signed rank transform” 
test that can be easily computed by using the existing software that is 
readily available for the Hotelling statistic. It is similar in spirit to the rank 
transform tests proposed by Conover and Iman [2], but is unique in two 
respects: it uses signed rank statistics instead of linear rank statistics; and 
it is a multivariate test instead of an ANOVA test. 
The limiting distribution of this “signed rank transform” test is shown to 
be central x2 with J degrees of freedom under the null hypothesis and non- 
central x2 with J degrees of freedom under a sequence of Pitman alter- 
natives. Hence, the asymptotic efficiency of this test relative to both the 
multivariate Wilcoxon signed rank test and the classical Hotelling statistic 
is the ratio of noncentrality parameters. Under the assumption of equal 
univariate and bivariate marginal distributions, the asymptotic relative 
efficiency of the proposed test relative to the multivariate Wilcoxon signed 
rank test is shown to be 1. Examples are given where this ARE is > 1. 
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The second section of this paper presents the asymptotic theory of linear 
and signed rank statistics under general alternatives with dependent 
observations. In Section 3 the results of Section 2 are applied to obtain the 
limiting distributions and efficiency results for the proposed multivariate 
test. The proofs and lemmas for Section 2 are in Section 4, and the proofs 
for Section 3 are in Section 5. 
2. RANK STATISTICS UNDER DEPENDENCES 
2.1. Preliminary Notation 
Let {X, = (Xlnr . . . . X,,)‘, 1 <n < Nj be a set of independent random 
vectors of length J with c.d.f.s {FJx)}. Let F,,(x) denote the marginal c.d.f. 
of X,. It is assumed throughout this paper that the marginal c.d.f.s are 
absolutely continuous. Define the functions U(X) = 1 or 0 as to whether x b 
or < 0; and s(x) = 1, 0, or - 1 as to whether x 2, =, or < 0. The rank 
of X, among the A4 = JN random variables {X,; 1 < j 6 J; 1 < n ,< N} is 
Rjn=Ci=i Cr=‘=, u(X,-Xb,.). Similarly, R; =Ci=, Cr=‘=, U(lXjnI-lXb,,l) 
is the rank of IX,1 among {IXinl; l<j<J; l<n<N}. Define p,,= 
R,,/(JN + 1) and pi: = Rji /(JN + 1). Let 4 be a real-valued, nonzero 
function defined on (0, l), called the score function. Rank scores can be 
generated from the score function in two ways: a,,,,(m) = #(m/(M+ 1)) or 
a,,,,(m) = E+(U,,,(m)), where U,(m) denotes the mth order statistic in a 
sample of size A4 from a uniform distribution on (0, 1). To simplify 
notation, let ajn = a,(R,,) or a,(Rji ), depending on the context, and let 
sj,, =s(X,). Linear and signed rank statistics are defined to be S,= 
CJ”=I C,“=, d’~a.dRj~)=X~=~ C,“=, djnaje, and S,$ =Z,f=I C,“=, di,S(Xjtt) 
a.dRjz ) = C;= 1 C,“= 1 djnsjnajn, respectively, where {djn} are arbitrary 
regression constants that are not all equal to 0. In what follows, 4 and the 
scores are considered fixed; but N, the regression constants, and the 
distribution functions are considered variable. The regression constants and 
the distribution functions can and will be taken to be functions of N. 
2.2. Asymptotic Normality of SN and S$ 
The asymptotic normality of SN and S,$ , is obtained by modifying the 
method of projection to accomodate the dependent data. The method 
of projection (see Hajek [4, 51) is based on finding for any statistic 
T= T&Y,, . . . . X,) the best approximation in mean square of the form 
?=Cy=“=, Zi(Xi), where EIf(Xi) < co. When the Xs are independent, the 
random variables (li(Xi)} are independent and the central limit theorem 
often yields the asymptotic normality of i? This, in turn, gives the 
asymptotic normality of T= T(X,, . . . . X,). 
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In the present work, the projection method is modified to treat rank 
statistics with dependent data. S, and S,t , which are a functions of the 
dependent observations {X, >, are expressed as a function of the independ- 
ent random vectors Xi. The best approximation in mean square of the form 
SN = Cy! 1 Zi(Xi) and S $ = Cy= I E,(X,) are found. Lemma 4.1 shows that 
the best approximations of S, and S,+ in mean square are SN = 
C,“=,E(S,(X,)-(N-l),!%, and ~,+=C,“=,E(S,fIX,)-(N-l)ES~, 
respectively. Theorem 2.1 gives an upper bound for the residual variances 
E(S,-S,)’ and E(S,$ -3,‘)‘. In implementing this method in 
Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 we will initially restrict ourselves to score functions 
of the form u,+,(m) = ~$(rn/(M + 1)). 
THEOREM 2.1. Let ~,4 have a bounded second derivative on (0,l). Then 
there exists a constant K= K(b) < 00, that does not depend on N, such that 
for any N, (d,,}, and {Fj,}, both E(S,-g,)’ and E(S,+ -9s)’ are 
bounded by KN-’ C:=, Cf=, (d,,)‘. 
In Theorem 2.1 an upper bound on the residual variances are found. 
However, 3, and 9; are expressed in terms of the conditional expecta- 
tions of the scored ranks which are difficult to work with. The object of 
Theorem 2.2 is to approximate the projections, and hence the rank 
statistics, by a sequence of independent random variables that do not 
involve the scored ranks, but which.preserve the order of the bound on the 
residual variance as given by Theorem 2.1. First, define the the following 
functions: 
F,*,(X) = Pr((Xjn ( d X), 
H(x)= (JN)-’ i f F,(x), 
j=l n=l 
J N 
H*(x)= (JN)-’ c 1 FE(x), 
j=l n=l 
Z,=(JN+l)-’ ; i i (d,,-d,) 
c=1 j=l b=l 
X I CU(X-X,n)-Fjn(X)I ti’(H(X)) dF,c(x), 
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i djn 1 s(x) 4tH*(lxl )I dFjn(x). (2.1) 
,r=l j=l 
THEOREM 2.2. Under the conditions of Theorem 2.1 it follows for some 
constant K, that 
$ i (djJ2, 
n=l j=l 
S; -ES; - 2 Z,+ 
2 
<KoN-’ 5 i (djn)2, 
n=l n=l j=l 
(ES,-PN)‘< O(N-‘) f i (djn)‘, 
n=l /=I 
and 
(ES; -pNf)2<0(N--1) i i (d,)‘. 
n=I j=l 
Note that the random variables {Z,} are independent, and that EZ, = Cj. 
Define 0% = Var(C,“, r Z,). Similarly, define cry = Var(C,“, r Z,+ ). The 
main result, Theorem 2.3, shows that under mild regularity conditions, the 
rank statistics are approximately normal with the natural parameters as 
well as with the parameters (pN, c’,) and (pj$, 0: ). 
THEOREM 2.3, Under the conditions of Theorem 2.1, for any E > 0, there 
exists a constant K,, such that 
Var(S,+) > K, max (d,)* (2.2) 
.i. n 
entails 
max lPr(S,+ - ES,+ ixJwj)4(x)j <E, (2.3) 
* 
where @ is the c.d.f. of the standard normal distribution. The assertion 
remains true if Var( S $ ) is replaced by c’,’ in (2.3) or if ES G is replaced 
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by pi in (2.3). The results also hold if S ,’ , p ,$ , and rsy are replaced by 
S,,,, pN, and oi, respectively. 
Theorem 2.3 is an approximation theorem that asserts the existence of a 
fixed, albeit unknown, constant K, that does not depend on N. When (2.2) 
holds with the fixed, unknown constant K,, (2.3) follows. Because the 
regression constants and the distribution functions are allowed to depend 
on N, it is easy to construct an example in which (2.2) both holds and 
fails infinitely often. Hence, to conclude asymptotic normality from 
Theorem 2.3, it is necessary to show that (2.2) holds for all large values of 
N and for any fixed, positive value of K,. In general, this is difficult to do; 
however, when the regression constants do not depend on n or N, 
Corollary 2.4 is useful in showing asymptotic normality. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Assume that the regression constants, (dj,}, do not 
depend on n or on N, i.e., d, = dj. Then lim,, no o’, + CO implies 
(S,,,-ESN)/~N-+dN(O, 1) and (S,-pu,)/o,-+dN(O, 1); and lim,,,op 
+oo implies (S,‘-ES,f)/a,f -+dN(O, 1) and (S,‘-~,‘)/a,$ +dN(O, 1). 
Frequently, signed rank statistics are associated with testing problems 
involving symmetry. Corollary 2.5 shows that the expressions for pi and 
02Nf are greatly simplified when the distribution functions are symmetric. 
These expressions are useful in calculating asymptotic distributions under 
sequences of Pitman alternatives that converge to the median of a 
symmetric distribution. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Zf Gj,, is symmetric for all 1 d j6 J, 1 < n < N and zf 
Fj,, = G,,(x - gin), then 
PIV + = f, i d,[ S_,, i(H*(lX+&j~l))dGj~(x) 
n=l j=l 
- I m ~(H*(lx-&j,l))dGj~(x) 1 (2.5) El. 
and 
4+ =,jl, i( Var JN+l)-’ 2 i i dbc[lm [u(lX+EbrI-(XjnI) 
r=l j=1 b=l - 6,” 
--,Zz(lx+&bc t )] #‘(ff*(ix+ &bc t )) dGb,(x) 
- I O” C”(lxBEbr 1 - lxjn 1 -F$(IX-&b,. I)] d’(H*( IX-&br I)) dGb,(X) 6,. I 
+ Ii di,Csi,d(H*(IX~~I))-~Csj~~(~*(IXj~l))] . (2.6) 
. j= I 
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[f Fi, is symmetric, then p,$ = 0 and 
3. APPLICATIONS TO THE ONE-SAMPLE MULTIVARIATE LOCATION MODEL 
3.1. Definition of Test Statistic 
In Section 3 we will consider the following one-sample multivariate 
location model as an application of the above results. Let X= (X,, . . . . X,) 
be a J-variate vector with c.d.f. F(x - 9) that is absolutely continuous and 
diagonally symmetric about 0. Let F,(x - ej) denote the marginal c.d.f. of 
Xi. Note that 8 is the vector of marginal medians. Let {X, = (Xl,,, . . . . X,,)‘, 
1 6n <N) be a random sample from a population with c.d.f. F(x - 0). 
Here j represents component membership and n represents replication. 
Under this setup we will test the null hypothesis H,: 0=0 versus the 
alternative H,: 8 # 0. (The problem of testing 8 = 8, versus 8 # 0, for 8, # 0 
can be transformed into the above testing problem by subtracting 8, from 
each of the vectors of observations). To construct a sequence of Pitman 
alternatives let z = (r,, . . . . r,)’ be a real valued vector of length J. 
A sequence of Pitman alternatives, indexed by N, is given by FN(x) = 
F(x -r/a). Define F,;,(x) = F,(x- r,J$?) to be the jth marginal of 
FAX ). 
As in Section 2.1, define Rjz to be the rank of IX,, 1 among the JN 
random variables {(X,), 1 <j<J, 1 <n 6 N). Let a,, =a,(R,z) and let 
sin = s(Xjn). The following signed rank statistic is of particular interest: 
S,‘(j)=C,“=, Sjtfai,. This statistic can be expressed as S,;(j) = 
c,“=, %, dbn(.i) Sbnabn with regression constants given by dbn(j) = 1 or 0 
as to whether b = j or b # j. It is the sum of all of the signed scored ranks 
for the jth variate, Next, define the vector of linear rank statistics S,$ = 
(S L (1 ), . . . . S,$ (J))‘, and let f, be a Jx J matrix with diagonal elements 
given by 
$Jj)=(N-1)-l c (si,aj,-Np’S,+(j))*, 
n=l 
and off-diagonal elements given by 
y^L(j,k)=(N-1)’ $ (~~~a~~-N~“S,+(j))(s,,a,,-N~‘S,t(k)). 
n=l 
The proposed test statistic can now be defined as T, = S,C ‘(@,,,-I S,+ 
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Note that T,,, is identical to calculating the classical Hotelling’s test with 
each of the observations replaced by its respective signed rank score. 
Similar statements have been made about other tests (cf. Utts and 
Hettmansperger [ 19, Section 2.1]), but there are two differences. First, the 
convariance estimates f’,(j) and f,,,(j, k) are computed differently (cf. 
Hettmansperger [6], Puri and Sen [lo]). Hence, this test statistic is 
exactly the Hotelling tests applied to ranks. Furthermore, these estimates 
will be shown to have the additional property of being unbiased for all 
values of N. Second, the signed ranks are computed differently. In pre- 
viously suggested signed rank tests for this model, Rjz denotes the rank of 
IX,1 among the N independent (and frequently identically) distributed 
random variables IXjl. (, 1 < Y 6 N. However, in TN, R,: denotes the rank of 
IX,n ) among the JN random variables IX, 1, 1 d n < N, 1 < j < J. Even 
under the null hypothesis, these JN random variables are neither indepen- 
dent nor identically distributed. 
3.2. Limiting Distribution of T, under Pitman Alternatives 
In order to obtain the limiting distribution of T,, it is necessary to deter- 
mine first the limiting distribution of S & (j), and then the limiting multi- 
variate distribution of of S,+ . As in Section 2.2 define the H,*(x) in terms 
of the c.d.f.s of IXj (, F,*(x) = Pr(lXjl 6:x), as H,*(x) = J-’ ci= I Fi*(x). 
Also define H,(x) = J-’ xi”=, Fj(x), and note that H,(x) is the average of 
the marginal c.d.f.s of the J components under the null hypothesis of sym- 
metry about 0. Then define p(j) = 2tj j #(H,*(lx( )) H;(x) dFj(x) and 
y’(j) = 1 (@(H$(lxl)))’ dFj(x). Note that p(j) and y”(j) do not depend on 
N. Theorem 3.1 uses Corollaries 2.4 and 2.5 to show that S,+(j) is 
asymptotically normal with parameters ,u(j) and r(j). 
THEOREM 3.1. If the score function 16 has a bounded second derivative, 
then N -“‘S s (j)/y( j) +d N(0, 1) under the null hypothesis, and 
N -lj2(S ,$ (j) - p(j))/y(j) +d N(0, 1) under a sequence of Pitman alter- 
natives. 
Next, let Fjk(x, y) be the joint c.d.f. of Xj and Xk for j # k. Theorem 3.2 
shows the asymptotic multivariate normality of S,+ in terms of the 
J-component vector p = (p(l), . . . . p(J))‘, and the J x J matrix r with 
diagonal elements r2(j) and off-diagonal elements 
Y(.L k) = j-1 s(x)sb) 4(HJYlxl )I d4~cXl.4 )I dFik(x, Y). 
Theorem 3.3 shows that p, is a consistant estimate of r. In addition, 
Theorem 3.3 shows that f, is an unbiased estimate of N-l Cov(S,t (j), 
S &+ (k)), I< j ,< k ,< J, under the null hypothesis. 
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THEOREM 3.2. If the score function 4 has a bounded second derivative, 
then N ~‘/2SN-tdNJ(0, r) under the null hypothesis, and N -L/2S,..,-+d 
N,(p, r) along the sequence of Pitman alternatives. 
THEOREM 3.3. If the score function 4 has a bounded second derivative, 
then under the null hypothesis (1) Ey$(j) = N-’ Var(S,+(j)) and (2) 
E$ ,^( j, k) = N -’ Cov( S G (j), S $ (k)), j # k. Also, under a sequence of 
Pitman alternatives, (3) y;(j) -+” y*(j) and (4) yN( j, k) -+p y(j, k ). 
Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 combine to give the main results of this section. 
The test statistic T, has a limiting x2 distribution under the null 
hypothesis, and a limiting noncentral x2 distribution along a sequence of 
Pitman alternatives. Define 6 = P’I -‘p. 
THEOREM 3.4. If the score function 4 has a bounded second derivative, tf 
r is nonsingular, and if s &(II$([xl)) II;(x) dl;,(x) < co, 1 <j< J, then 
TN --id 2: under the null hypothesis, and TN -+d x;(S) under the sequence of 
Pitman alternatives. 
The limiting distributions of both the classical Hotelling’s test and the 
multivariate Wilcoxon signed test are also noncentral 2: under a sequence 
of Pitman alternatives. Puri and Sen [l 1, Section 3.81 show that the 
asymptotic relative efficiency of any two such test statistics is the ratio of 
the noncentrality parameters. In general the asymptotic relative efficiencies 
of these three tests depend on the direction of the vector T, as well as on 
the score function and the marginal distributions. 
When 4 = 1, the test statistic T, is almost exactly the standard multi- 
variate sign test with the exception that the estimates of the elements of I 
are computed differently. This difference only affects small sample proper- 
ties of the two tests; asymptotically they are the same. 
For the special case when the univariate marginals are equal, the 
bivariate marginals are equal, and the score function is the identity, 
straightforward calculations show that p(j) = 22,s f’(x) dx, y’( j,) = 
j(J’*(bl)W’t 1, x and y’(j, k)=~s(x)s(y)F*(/xl)F*(ly()dF(x, y). Hence, 
the efficiency of T, relative to the multivariate Wilcoxon signed rank test 
is 1 and does not depend on T (cf. Hettmansperger [6, p. 2881). 
An interesting question, however, is whether TN is even better than 
the multivariate Wilcoxon test. Consider the following example. Let 
X = (X,, X2) be a bivariate random vector with independent uniform 
marginals F,(.u)NU(-d,-8,,dl-81) and F2(x)yU(-d2-~2,dz-e,), 
where d, #d?. Without loss of generality we will assume that 0 cd, < dz. 
The null hypothesis is H,,: 8 = 0. Straightforward calculations show 
that ~(1)=(d,+dz)zt/2d,dz, p(2)=z,/d2, Y:=(d1+d1)2/12d:, Y:= 
(7d: - 2d, dz - df)/l2di, and y,* = 0. Hence, the noncentrality parameter 
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for T, is 6 =32:/d: + 12~$(7d~-2d,d,-d~). It follows from Hettman- 
sperger [6, p. 2883, that the noncentrality parameter for the multivariate 
Wilcoxon test, W, is 6, = 3zf/df + 3of/d:, so that ARE(T,, W) = S/6, > 1. 
This increase in power is due to ranking across the variates and is not 
unexpected. The test T, incorporates inter-variate information that the 
multivariate Wilcoxon tests and other intra-variate rank tests do not use. 
It has long been noted that ranking across blocks increases power, a fact 
exploited by the aligned rank test for two-way layouts (cf. Puri and Sen 
[lo, pp. 286ff] and by rank transform tests for two-way layouts (cf. 
Thompson and Ammann [ 161). 
4. LEMMAS AND PROOFS FOR SECTION 2 
4.1. Preliminary Lemmas 
Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 are straightforward extensions of the Projection 
Lemma 4.1 and the Residual Variance Lemma 4.2 of Hajek [IS] and will be 
given without proof. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let X ,, . . . . X, be independent random vectors and let T= 
T(X ,, . . . . X,) be any statistic such that ET2 < CO. Let f= 
CE(TIXi)-(N-1)ET. Then Ep=ET and E(T-F)2=VarT-VarT? 
Moreover, if L =x7= 1 li(Xi), with Elf < co, 1 < i6 N, then E(T- L)* = 
E(T- f)2+ E(f- L)2. 
LEMMA 4.2. rf X1,..., X, are independent random vectors and if T, = 
z T,i, then 
E(TN- f,,,)*< 2 E[T,i-E(T,i(X,)]2 
i=l 
+igl jE, 
[ 
EC(T~~-E(T~;Ixi))(T~j-E(T,lXj))l 
- i covCE(T,,IW W”,l&)l . 
k#i;k#j 1 
LEMMA 4.3. For all j, n, N, and for k #n, 
EW; 1 Xk = xk, x, = x,) - E(R,; 1 X, = x,) 
= j, Cu(lxinl- l~,~I)-f’a*k(l~~n1)1. 
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Proof: The definition of Rjz gives 
W,W,=x,,X,=x,)= i : E[u(Ix,,I-Ix,,I)Ix~=x~,x,=x,] 
u=l r=l 
and, similarly, 
u=l s= I 
.s#n:.,#k 
+ i 4/x,nl- lxml)+ i ~Wlx~nI - IX,,l)l. 
0=l u=l 
The lemma follows immediately from the fact that E[u(jx,,] - IX,, I)] = 
fx IXjn I 1. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4.4. There exist constants K3 and K4 such that for any j, k, n, 
and N 
(i) IE[Cov(R~, RA IX,)11 6 K,N, and 
(ii) E[RG - E(RG IX,) J” d K4N2. 
Prooj To prove (i), write Cov(R,; , Rk’, 1 X, = x) as 
Cov(R,; > R,+,lJL=x) 
=E(R; Rkf,(X,=x)-E(R,:, IX,,=x) E(R,t,(X,=x) 
and expand each of the two terms on the right-hand side of the above 
equation as 
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and 
E(R; IXn=x) E(R,+,(X,=x) 
= g E( i .w-lx,.l~lx.,=.) 
C=l b=l 
XE i 41XjnI - lXucI)lXn=x 
(I=1 
Hence 
Co”(R;,R,f,IX,=X)= : E[( i: ~(ix,.l+,,()) c=l b=l 
’ f, u(lxjnl~lxml))lxn~x] 
( 
-f, E( $, u(IXknl- lW,=x) 
XE f ~(l~j~I-IX~cI)lXn=~ 
a=1 
Because the function U(X) is bounded, (i) follows immediately. To prove 
(ii), rewrite 
ECR; - E(R; I XJI” = WCW; - JW; I X))” I X,1) 
and apply the same arguments used to prove (i) after first performing a 
binomial expansion on the fourth power. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let X,, . . . . X, be independent random vectors. Then for all 
j, n, m, J, and N > 2, and for any vectors x and z, 
ECsjnd(P~ ) I Xn = XT Xm = ZI - E[sjnd(P; ) I Xn = XI 
= i C, k=t+l !. (-lY(~)4W-J+s-r) 
s= 1 
x sj,, Pr( Rif; = k ( X, = x, X, = y), 
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where y is any vector such that 1 yJ 1 < /xi 1, 1 < j < J, and where C, , . ..~ c’, are 
functions of j, x, and z. In particular, C, = xf= I [u( [x, ( - 1~1, ( ) - FE,( (x, I)]. 
Proof: Let k be a fixed positive integer less than or equal to JN. 
Define the following sets: A = (a E RN: Crz 1 tl, = k, 0 da, 6 k}, and D, = 
{PER”‘: 6,=0 and Cf’=,6,=k-r, O<s,<k}. Then, for X,#X,, 
Pr[R,z = k (X, =x] can be written in terms of A and D, as 
Pr[RG =klX,=x] 
U(JXj~l-lXlsJ)=k-rlX,=x . (4.1) 
t= 1 .s= I;s#m II 
From the definition of the function u(x) and because the vectors are 
independent (in particular, X, is independent of the others), it follows that 
i 5 u(lX,I -/lXlsj)=k-rjX,=x 
,= I .3= I:s#m 1 
=Pr[Rjz =k-r+J(X,=x,X,=y]. 
Substituting this into (4.1) and renumbering the indices on the summation 
gives 
Pr[R$ =klX,=x]= i Pr i u(lVxjl -l-Y,,I)=J-r 
r=O i r=1 1 
xPr[$ =k+r(X,=x,X,=y]. (4.2) 
Similarly, 
Pr[Rg =k[X,=x, X,=zJ= i I i u(lx,l - Jzrl)=J-r 
r=O L I=1 1 
xPr[Rz =k+rJX,=x,X,=y], (4.3) 
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where I is the indicator function. Define the following quantities for 
O<r<J, 
Y,=Z 
[ 
i U(lXjl -lz,()=J-r 
I=1 1 
i u(Jxjl-IX,,l)=J-r , I ObrdJ, I=1 
and write the difference between (4.2) and (4.3) as 
Pr[R$ =kIX,=x,X,=z]-Pr[RG =klX,=x] 
= i Y,Pr[R; =k+rJX,=x,X,=y]. 
r=O 
Using this equation, the definition of expected value, and renumbering the 
indices of the summation yield 
E[sjn4(p$ )lXn=X, Xm=zl -EC+nb(~g )lXo=xI 
= k$l ~,“wd(J~+ 1)) 
x[Pr[R,z =k\X,=x,X,=z]-Pr[R,z =k(X,=x]] 
= f i Y,.s,,$((k-r)/(JN+ 1)) 
k=jtl r=O 
xPr[R,z =kJX,=x,X,=y]. (4.4) 
Now consider the system of J+ 1 equations defined by 
r=j-r 
O,<r<J, (4.5) 
where C,, 1~ t <J, are constants that will now be shown to be unique. 
From the definition, Cf=, Y,=O. Hence, (4.5) can be treated as a system 
of J equations with J unknowns which, when written in matrix form omit- 
ing YJ, yields a matrix that is triangular and clearly invertible. Combining 
(4.4) and (4.5), and renumbering the indices of the sums proves the first 
part of the lemina. Next, it can be shown that C, = Cs:b (,“;lr) Y,, 
1 <t < J, by substituting it into (4.5) and using the fact that 
C,“=, (- 1 )qeS (e) = 0, q > 0, to simplify the expressions. In particular, it 
683/33/2-4 
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follows that C, =xf= I tYJ-,. Now, for any set of J events E,, . . . . E,, it 
follows that 
C:=, t Pr[exactly t out of J of the events E, , . . . . EJ are true] 
= Cf= r Pr[E, is true]. (4.6) 
Let A, be the event that jz,J < /xl/ and let B, be the event that IX,,/ < Ix,/. 
Y, can be rewritten in terms of these events as follows: 
Y, = PrCexactly J- r out of the Jevents A,, . . . . A, are true] 
- Pr[exactly J- r out of the Jevents B, , . . . . B, are true]. 
Applying (4.6) gives that 
,$, fy6tz,cI PrClYtl G lxjll- i Pr[lx,,I d IXjl] 
I=1 
=,$, [Iu(IxiI - IYr O-f’,*,(Ixjl)]. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4.6. For k > J, 
ProoJ: Using the fact that (:I:) + (j: ‘) = (‘,) for 1 ,< r <j- 1, the left- 
hand side of the lemma can be rewritten as 
j-l 
+ c (-1)' ';I $$ 
r=O ( >( 
k-J;+jl-r , 
> 
Renumbering the indices gives the desired result. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4.7. There exist constants K5 and KS such that for any j, n, m, 
and N, it follows that 
(i) lE(p; Ix”=x,)-H*(lXjnl)J dKSN-‘, and 
(ii) IE(p,i (Xn=x,,X,=x,)--*(lxi,I)I <K,N-‘. 
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Proof. TO prove (i), first note that E[U(lxj,) - IX,,l)] = Fzc(JXjnl). 
Then straightforward computations and the definition of pii give that 
b=l c=l 
i f ECfJ(IXjnI - IxbcI)I 
b=l cfn 
+ i U(~XjnI-IXbnl) 
b=l 1 
i 5 ECU(IXjnI-IXbcI)I 
b=l c=l 
+ i dlxjnI-IXbn/)- i ECU(IXjnI-IXbnI)I . 
b=l b=l 1 
Hence, (i) follows directly from the above equations and the definition of 
H*( 1x1). The proof of (ii) is identical except that the conditional expecta- 
tion involves two vectors instead of just one. Q.E.D. 
4.2. Proofs of Theorems for Section 2 
Define K, and K, to be constants such that I&(x)1 <K,, O<x< 1, and 
I#“(x)l <K,, OQx< 1. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Taylor’s theorem gives 
~CP,Z I= W(P; I XJ) + CP; - E(P; IXz)l 
X@‘(E(P$ IXn))+ CP$ -E(P~: IXn)l*‘jn(Xn)~ 
wherekj,,(x)<K,,xERJ, lQj<N, l<n<N.ThenS,f canbewrittenas 
the sum of three terms, S $ = S,I + SN2 + SN3, where 
J=I n=l 
SN*= i f ,  djnsjnC#(E(PjZ IX~))-E(PG Ixn)d’(E(~z IXn))l, 
j=1 n=l 
and 
SN~= i c djnsjn!IPjl: -E(Pjz IXn)l*kjn. 
j=l n=l 
Denote the projection of SNi by S&, i = 1, 2, 3, so that 3; = 
S ;I + S ,& + S ,&. Clearly, S ,& = SNZ. As in the proof of Theorem 4.1 of 
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Hajek [S], E(S,.$ - $G )2 d 2E(SN1 - jN+,)‘+ 2ES$,. To obtain an upper 
bound on E(S,+ - s,$ )*, we will get upper bounds for both E(S,, - f? ,‘,)” 
and ES;,. First consider ES s3. From the Schwartz inequality it follows 
that 
Next, by Lemma 4.4, 
E[p,;: - E(p,; IX,)]“=(JiV+ 1)-4 E[R; - E(R; (X,)]4<K4N-2J-4, 
from which it follows that ES* N3~K4KZN-1C/J=1CnN_1djn. Next, we 
consider E( S,, - s,‘,)” and show that there exists a constant K7 such 
that E(SN, - ,$,‘,)’ < K,N - ’ C:=, Cz=, djn. To prove this, define 
Tn = Cj”= 1 dj,zp/l: +B’(E(P; I J&J), and note that SN1 = C,“=, T,. Using 
Lemma 4.2 and following the proof of Lemma 2.4.4 of Puri and Sen [ 111, 
it follows that 
E(Siv, - $CJ2 6 2 C, + : i D,,, - f f f Enm,k, (4.7) 
n=l n#m m+n nfm m#n k#m,n 
where G=ECT,-E(T,IX)l*, D,,=ECT,-E(T,IX,)lCT,-E(T,IX,)l, 
and Enm,k = Cov[E( T,, 1 X,), E( T,,, ( X,)]. Each of the above three expres- 
sions will be treated separately. First, 
C,=ECVar(~nIXJ1 
6 KT(JN- I)-* i i ldj~d~~E[COV(Ri,: 3 Rk I Xn)]l 
j=l k=l 
j=l 
Next, rewrite D,, as 
D,, = EL-Cov(Tn, Tm I X,, X,)1 
+E(CE(T,lX,,X,)-E(T,lX,)l 
x CE(~mlXm X,)-4TmIX,)1). 
Define the function, 
ljn&)=j CMlxjl- I4)-c5b(l~jl)1 
X J(Xj) ~‘(E(P$ I Xn = XI) @n(X) 
(4.8) 
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where xj is the jth component of x. As in the proof of Lemma 2.4.4 of Puri 
and Sen [ll], 
ECOV(T,, T,IX,,X,)=(JN+l)-’ i f: djndk, 
j=l k=l 
a=1 r=l b=l 
b#n;b#m 
N 
= 1 &m,k. (4.9) 
k=l 
k#n;k#m 
Next consider the absolute value of the second term of D,,. Lemma 4.3 
and the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality give that for m #n, 
= E 
I K 
(JN+l)-’ f: i dj,~j~Cu(l~,nI-I~~,O 
j=l a=1 
-F,*,(IXj, I )I ~‘(E(P; IXn)) 
1 
x 
( 
W+l)- i i: drm~,,CU(I~,mI-I~snl) 
r=l s=l 
-f’Zz(I~,ml)l +W(~rmlJLn)) )I1 
<K:(JN+ l)-* i t i i Id,d,,) 
j=l a=1 r=l s=l 
x CEC4l~mI - IX,0-C’NLA)12 
~~C~~l~~~l~I~~~O~~~~~l~~~O1211’2 
<K:.J2(JN+ l)-* i i Id,,d,,(. 
j=l r=l 
Substituting this and (4.9) into D,, gives 
Dnm - i ldjtz drm I + 2 Enm,k 
r=l k=l 
k#n;k+m 
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The upper bound on the residual variance of S,, follows immediately from 
substituting this, (4.8), and (4.9) in (4.7) as in the proof of Puri and Sen. 
Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. The main part of this proof is to determine an 
upper bound on the quantity E(s G 
tion of s,$ it follows that 
- Es G -C,“= I 2,)‘. From the dehni- 
First we will evaluate E[sj,q5(pjl )1X,,,] - Esj,q5(pg ) for the case that 
m = n. Taylor’s theorem gives 
~(~~)=~(H*(IXj~I))+(~~-H*(IXj~I))~'(H*(lXj~I)) 
+ i(P; -H*(IXjnO)2 
xd"(H*(IXjnO+e(PjZ -H*(IXjrlI))); 0<8,<1. 
This implies that 
I~C~~~~~~~~~*~l~~~O~I~~1l GIEC(P; ~~*~I~~~I~~~‘~~*~l~~~l~~I~~1l 
+ iKzE[(pg - H*( Ixjn I ))‘I X,1, (4.10) 
where K2 is the upper bound on the second derivative of 4. Applying 
Lemma 4.7 gives that 
IEC(P$ -H*(l~j,O)~‘(H*(I~j”O) Ixnll 
= Id’W*(lx,,I))l LWP,,;: -ff*(l~,I))lX,ll <K,KJ-‘,(4.11) 
where K1 is the upper bound on the first derivative of 4. A bound on the 
last term of (4.10) is found by applying Lemma 4.4 and Lemma 4.7 to 
obtain 
EC(P; -H*(lXjnl))21Xn1 GZEC(pji -ECP,;~ IXn))21Xnl 
+~EC(E(P~~ IXn)-ff*(l~~nl))*lXnl 
= 2 Var(pG IX,) + 2(Ebi;: I JLI - H*(IXjn I )I” 
<2(K3+K5)N-‘. 
Substituting this and (4.11) in (4.10) gives for the constant KS = 
K, K, + K,(K, + K,) that 
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from which it follows that 
I~Csj~~~~~)~sj~~~H*~lXj~O~lX~ll GKgN-‘. 
Taking the expectation then gives that 
IECsj,~(PI;:)-Sj~~(H*(IXj~I))lI GKXN-” 
Applying the triangle inequality to the above two equations yields 
IEC(sjnd(P~ ) I xn)-Esjn4(PjL )I 
~IIsj~~~~*~lxj~I~~~~sj~~~~*~Ixj~l~~ll 
f2K8Np’+2K,N-‘. (4.12) 
Now we will evaluate E[sjed(p> )I X,] - E[s,&$ )] for m #n. 
Because X, and X, are independent, 
ECsjnd(Pg 1 I xml -Esjnd(P,f; ) 
=ExnlIECsjnd(Pjt )Ixm, xnl -ECsjn4(P,f; )Ixnll’ (4.13) 
Let y be a vector in RJ such that 1 yj ( < Ix, 1, 1 d j < J. By Lemma 4.5, 
ECsjnd(Pif; ) I xn = x~ xm = Y*l - ECsjnd(P; ) I xn = xl 
xsj,Pr[Rjft =k(X,=x,X,=y]. (4.14) 
Applying Lemma 4.6 and renumbering the indices gives 
(4.14)= i Cj i JN-Jy+, (-l)‘-’ 
*=l r=l k=s-r+2 
xsj,,Pr[R,z =k+J-s+r-lIX,=x,X,,=y]. (4.15) 
Let z be a vector such that jz,l < 1~~1, I= 1, . . . . s-r+ 1, and (z/I > 1x,(, 
s - r + 1~ I < J, where 1 < r <s < J. Because X, and X, are independent 
for m # n, it follows that for 1 d r d s 4 J, 
Pr[Rjz =k+J-s+r-lIX,=x,X,=y]=Pr[RjL =k(X,=x,X,=z]. 
Also note that for k<s--r+2 and for k>JN-J+s-r+l, 
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Pr[R,z = k/X,= x, X, =z] =O. Substitution of these two facts in (4.15) 
and the definition of the expectation of a finite random variable gives that 
Taylor’s theorem gives 
m(P;)-C(P: -&)= (JN+I)~‘i’(p:)+f(JN+l)~’ 
x$5” 
( 
8 
pj; -- 
1 
. 
Av+l ’ 
0<8<1. (4.17) 
The expectation of the last term in the above equation is bounded by 
K2N-*. Now we will consider E[&(pX )I X, = x, X, = z]. By Taylor’s 
theorem it follows that 
~‘(P~)=~‘(H*(lxj,I))+(P~ -H*(lxjnO) 
’ 4”(H*(lxjnl) + O(PjZ -H*(lxjnO))9 OQB<l; 
and the Cauchy-Schwartz, it follows that 
lE[(p; -H*(lxj~l)) d”(H*(lxjnl)+B(PX -H*(lxjnO))IXn=x~ xm=zll 
< K,(E[(p,; - H*( lXjn I))21 X” =x, x, = z]y. 
Lemma 4.7 entails that IH*( jxjn I) - E(p,i ) X, = x, X, = z)l = r(x), where 
Ir(x)l <I&N-‘. Hence, the right-hand side of the above equation can be 
rewritten as 
E[(pjz -H*(lXjn I))2 1X,=X, X~=Z] 
= E[pi:, * ) X, = x, X, = z] - 2H*( lxjn I) 
x E[pg I X, = X, X, = Z] + (H*(Xjn))’ 
= Var[pjl I X, = x., X, = z] + [r(x)]‘. (4.18) 
Bounds on Var[p,L IX,, = x, X, = z] follow from arguments similar to 
those in Lemma 4.4. Therefore, from Lemma 4.7 we have E[(pjl: - 
H*(lxj, I))*) X, =x, X, = z] = (K3 + K:)N-- ‘. Combining this result with 
the above Taylor expansion gives that E[qi’(pjz ) IX, = x, X, = z] = 
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d’(H*(lXj,I))+ O((JN+ 1))“‘). Combining this with (4.16) and (4.17) 
gives that 
(4.14)=(JN+l)-’ i c, i (-I)‘-’ :I; 
s=l r= 1 ( 1 
xs,,~‘(H*(Jxj,())+o((JN+ l)-3’2)r 
where the error term does not depend on n. By noting that 
x;=, (-l)‘-’ (:I: = ) 0; 322, the above equation can be simplified to 
(4.14) = (JN + 1))’ C,sjH&(H*(JXjHJ)) + O((JN + 1)-3’2). Applying 
Lemma 4.5 and substituting this into (4.13) gives for m #n and for some 
constant K, that 
xs(x) qY(H*(lxl)) dFjn(x) + K,N-3’2. (4.19) 
We will now use (4.12) and (4.19) to get an upper bound on 
E(,!?,iJ - Eg,$ -Cr=, Z,)*. Define 
Wc= i i djnCE(sjn4(P$ )IXc)-ESj,ti(Pjl )I 
n=l j=l 
- f i djn(JN+l)-’ i 1 Cu(IxI-IXbrO 
n=l j=l b=l 
- K(l4)14x) w-f*(l4 1) dFi,W 
- i ~~~C~~~~~~*~l~~~I~~~~C~~~~~~*~l~~~l~~l1 
j=l 
for 1 < c d N. Note that { W,, 1 < c < N} are independent random variables 
and that EW, = 0. Therefore, E(s G -Es,+ -C;=,Z,)“=E(C;=‘= WC)*= 
Cf”=, EWf. By using (4.12) and (4.19), EW: is bounded as 
EWf< 
[ 
i djc(JN+l)-’ i ~[u(ixl-I~&l) 
j=l b=l 
-Fb*cc(lXO1 sjc4’(H*(lxl)) dFjc(x) 
+ f i Id/,] O((JN+ 1)-3’2)+ i Idjcl O((JN+ 1)-l) 
2 
nfr j=l j=l 1 
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G2 $ i ldjnl O((JN+ 1)-3’2) 2+2 i lC!,,.I O((JN+ 1))‘) 
[ I [ I 
2 
n=c j=, I 
where none of the error terms depend on n orj. Hence, 
E s;-EJ’,+-i Z, 
2 
=O((JN+ 1)‘) i i ldi,12. 
n=l ,,=I /=I 
The first part of the theorem immediately follows from the above equation 
and Theorem 2.1. The second part follows just as the proof of (2.4.48) in 
Puri and Sen [ 11). Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. The proof of this theorem is quite similar to the 
proof of Theorem 2.1 of Hajek, [5], with the exception of minor changes 
needed to accomodate the constant J, and to compensate for the fact that 
(d,)’ instead of (di, -d)’ occurs in (2.3). Q.E.D. 
Proof of Corollary 2.4. From Theorem 2.3 it follows that 
IoH-Jv~I <O(l) max Id, I. Since max Id, 1 does not depend on N 
or on n, then both CJ,,, --) co and Var(S,) -+ CC as N --) co. Hence, (2.2) 
holds for all N sufficiently large and the desired result follows from 
Theorem 2.3. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Corollary 2.5. First we will treat r-1; . From (2.1) it follows 
that 
= i! i djn [ fn,, -~(H*(IXI))dGJ,(X-&j~) 
n=l j=l 
+ Jam 4(H*(l~l)) dGjn(X-Ejn) 1 
= f i dj,,[ -j-m ~(H*(lx-&,inl))dGi,(x) 
n=l j=l &!J 
+! d(ff*(lx + cjn I)) dG&) . --6 !J J 
Similarly for Z,+ , we have 
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x d’(H*(b - &br 1)) dGbc(X). 
When Ed,, = 0, direct substitution in the above equations shows that pLN+ = 0 
and 
The expression for oy follows immediately. Q.E.D. 
5. PROOFS FOR SECTION 3 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let y;(j) and pN(j) denote the parameters p$ 
and o’,” of Theorem 2.3 corresponding to S,+ (j). First we will treat y;(j) 
under a sequence of Pitman alternatives. Let &jn = zj/,/% in Corollary 2.5. 
Then substitute the regression constants for S,t and the c.d.f.s, FjiN, into 
(2.5). By applying the dominated convergence theorem (Royden [20, 
p. 2321) two times, first to the integral in (2.5) with the sequence of 
measures induced by Fj;N, and then to the variance with the sequence 
of measures induced by the joint c.d.f. F,.,(x), it follows that 
lim,, cc $,,(j)/N= Var[s&H*( IXil))] = y2(j). This result also holds 
under the null hypothesis by applying the same proof with cj,, = 0. 
Next we will treat p,,,(j). Under the null hypothesis, it follows from 
Corollary 2.5 that pLN(j) = 0. It is more complicated, however, to show the 
desired result for p,&) under a sequence of Pitman alternatives. Define 
0,(j) = N-‘/*ri. From (2.1), 
CL&) = N s s(u)4 (; i Ff,(l4) ~F,:nW, 
k=l 
where FzJluI) = [F(u - 0,(k)) - F( --u - e,(k))] s(u). Then after a 
change of variable, 
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where 
Differentiate with respect to B,(b) to obtain, for b #j, 
x [fh(U + ON(j) - ON(b)) -fb( - 24 + ~,(A - Q,(b))1 
x S(U-@N(j) + 8N(b)) dFj(u), (5.1) 
and for b = j, 
+fk(-U--~(j)-~N(k))]+2s(u)fb(-U--eN(b)) dFj(U). 1 
(5.2) 
Application of the mean value theorem gives 
for some 0 < I+G < 1. From (5.1) the symmetry of F,, and the dominated 
convergence theorem it follows that for b #j, lim, _ co N -‘(ap,(j)/8,(b)) 
= 0; and for b = j it follows from (5.2) that lim,, w  N -‘(ap,(j)/c?8,(b)) 
= 2 5 &(H,*(lul)) HA(u) dF,(u). Substitution of the above two equations 
into (5.3) gives that lim N _ K, N - “2pN( j) = p(j). Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Theorem 3.1 implies that the diagonal elements 
of r are nonzero. Let 3, be a vector in RJ such that X’Tk > 0. Under the 
null hypothesis it suffices to show for any such A that N-“‘h’SN +d 
N(0, a’rk); and under the sequence of Pitman alternatives it suffices to 
show for any such k that N -‘/*h’SN hd N@'p, li’rk). Note that L’S,+ is a 
signed rank statistic with regression constants djn = Aj. Let y$@) denote the 
value of the parameter C? of Theorem 2.3 corresponding to X’S,+ . By 
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using Corollary 2.5 and twice applying the dominated convergence theorem 
as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, it follows that 
lim &(h)/N=Var 
N-m 
i Aj.sjf$(H,*(JXjl)) 
i= 1 
The desired result for the null hypothesis follows immediately. Under the 
sequence of Pitman alternatives, let pLN(k) denote the value in (2.1) corre- 
sponding to h’S,f , and let pN = (~~(1) . . . . p,,,(J))‘. Then p&) = A$,,,. It 
follows that lim,, o. N - ‘()L - pLN) = 0. The desired result under the 
sequence of Pitman alternatives follows immediately. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. First, we will prove (2). Direct computations 
and the independence of sj,, and aj,, yield N - ’ Cov(S 2 (j), S i (k)) = 
Cov(sjnaj,, sknakn) and E$^,(j, k) = Cov(si,aj,, sknakn). Thus, (2) is proven. 
The proof of (1) follows similarly. Now we will prove (4). First rewrite 
Y^dL k) as 
P,d.i,k)=W- I)-’ f’ SjnajnSknakn -(N-l)-’ NplS,f(j)S,f(k). (5.4) 
?I=1 
By Theorem 3.1, N-“‘S,+(j) -+d N(p(j), y*(j)) and y’(j) is finite. There- 
fore, ((N)(N- 1)))“’ S,+ _tp 0, and the second term of the right-hand side 
of (5.4) converges in probability to 0. It remains to be shown that the first 
term of the right-hand side of (5.4) converges to y(j, k). First, define 
H;(x)=(JN)-’ f i F&(x)=(JN)-~ 5 i Fj*(x-q/a). 
n=l j=l n=l j=l 
To simplify notation, let din = &pi: ) and let H,,, = Hz(IX, I). Then, 
Taylor’s theorem gives dj,, = q5(HjB) + (pz - Hjn) qY( Hjn + B(p; - H,,)); for 
some 0 < 8 < 1. From this it follows that 
b%jjn@kn-ti(Hjn) 4Hkn)lXn=xll 
< IECtPji -Hjn).d’tHjn)+‘(~ji -Hjrx))*$(H,nJIXtt=xII 
•I- IEC(p~-Hk,).~‘(Hk,+~(~~-Hk~)).~(Hj~)lX~=xll 
+ I@@,‘, -Hjn).4’tHjn+et~G -Hjn)) 
.tpkn-H,,).~‘(H,,+etp~ -Hkn))lX,=xll. (5.5) 
Lemma 4.7 gives that E[p,z - Hjn (X, = X] = O(N-‘). Because lpi’, - Hjn 1 
< 1, it follows that E[(pi; - Hi,)* 1 X,=x] = O(N-‘). Therefore, by using 
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the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality and the bound on d’, the first two terms 
on the right-hand side of (5.5) can each be bounded as follows: 
I-mP,l: -Hi,) 4’wjn f Qjz - f$n)) .4(ffkn) I Kl= XII 
&q(pj; -Hin)2(X”=X]1’2 
x E[ [&(H, + @pi; - H,)) fj(Hkn)]’ ) x, = xp* = O(N-‘/2). 
The third term on the right-hand side of (5.5) is similarly shown to be 
O(N-‘I*). Using these bounds and taking the expected value of (5.5) gives 
from which it follows that 
Then by the dominated convergence theorem it follows that the expected 
value of the first term of (5.4) converges to y(j, k) for scores of the form 
ajn = d(p,z ). Using similar expansions it can be shown that the variance of 
the first term of (5.4) converges to 0 along the sequence of Pitman alter- 
natives, which gives the desired result for these scores. If the scores 
generated by a,,,,(m) = E#( U’,“‘), it suffices to note that by Taylor’s expan- 
sion E&Uc))=d(m/(M+ 1)) + IC,~, where IIC,~ I < kN -l, where k is a 
constant not depending on m or N. The proof of (3) follows similarly. 
Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 3.4. If f is nonsingular and if ,u( j) < cc, then it 
follows from Theorem 3.2 that S,+ ‘(NT)- ’ S,+ converges in distribution to 
x: under the null hypothesis and to x:(6) under the sequence of Pitman 
alternatives. From Theorem 3.3 we have that the elements of f are consis- 
tent estimates of the elements of r Hence, the desired result follows 
immediately. Q.E.D. 
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